
 

 

Trafficking of Athletes in Professional Sports: 
Asia & the Pacific Islands 

 
 

South East Asia & African footballers  
 

 The key driving force behind this exodus of African footballers is the sorry state of 

professional football in West Africa. While countries like Cameroon and Senegal are 

competitive at the international level, most regional and local teams cannot even afford to 

pay their players.  

 Three out of four African footballers earn less than $1,000 per month, with most having to 

supplement their incomes with assistance from families and donations from fans. 

Consequently, while salaries in Asian football leagues are but a pittance in comparison to 

Europe, they are generally several orders of magnitude higher than the kind of remuneration 

African players can expect to receive at home.  

 For instance, top foreign players can earn up to $9,000 per month in Myanmar, $80,000 per 

year in Vietnam, and $200,000 to $300,000 in Indonesia. Buoyed by tales of success from 

fellow nationals, thousands of West African players set out on journeys to Asia. 

 Many base their plans for success on assumptions about the quality of Asian football 

leagues, viewing them as easier to enter, with Asian teams willing to sign any foreigner of 

even middling skill. Having staked their life’s savings on forays to Asia, most African players 

linger, clinging to the hope that their big break is right around the corner. Others are too 

ashamed to return home empty-handed, instead opting to try their luck in other jobs or 

crime 

 Case I: Underage Liberian footballers (Laos) 

 Back in February 2015, FIFPro — the global players union — managed to 

release almost two dozen underage players from football slavery in Laos. 

The youths, some as young as 14, had been invited to the country by former 

Liberian international player Alex Karmo to join his football academy, only to 

be forced to sign six year contracts for Champasak United. While their 

contracts promised pay and accommodation, the young players never 

received any money and were confined to the club’s stadium, where 

almost 30 players slept on the floor in a shared room.i 

 Andy Desmond of the Anti Trafficking Consultants suggests the affair must 

be viewed through the prism of the boys involved. ‘A rogue agent tells them 

he can get them a trial in Laos. “Where’s that?” they ask. They’re told it’s a 
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country with a strong football league near China. Being kept under the 

stadium makes them seem like gladiators, just brought out for the show.ii 

 

 Case II: Louis-Paul Mfede (Indonesia) 

 Louis-Paul Mfede is a former international player from Cameroon who 

played two World cups in 1990 and 1994. He was jailed in Indonesia for 

overstaying past five years on his visa. Mfede’s case illustrates a problem 

relevant to a migrant footballer, post-career. For the younger players, the 

‘illegal’ status may start before the signing of any hypothetical contract. iii 

 In fact, there are numerous stories about young migrant players abandoned 

by agents without a contract, money or a return ticket home from South or 

South-East Asia. Owen Slot, a reporter for the British Sunday Times, 

presented the stories of one Ghanaian and two Nigerians abandoned by an 

agent in Cambodia, with no means to return home. The number of African 

players in South and South-East Asia without a contract and in an illegal 

status is substantial. According to the agent’s estimation, there are more 

players failing to obtain a contract than players with a contract 

 

Player-trafficking & match fixing 

 Match-fixing has reached extensive proportions, and the highest levels, in football, tainting 

World Cup qualifiers and Champions League matches in the process. Europol, its partner 

agencies and UEFA have had some notable successes—but enormous challenges still lie 

ahead. 

 

 Think of “match-fixing” in football and you probably think of throwing the result. But these 

days that’s just one part of the fixing racket. With players, match officials and coaches in on 

the act, even the number of throw-ins and the exact timing of penalties are subject to 

manipulation, in what are known as spot fixes. 

 

 

 Fifa, world football's governing body, fears players from the game's poorer nations are being 

"trafficked" in order to facilitate match-fixing. 

 

 Young footballers are targeted at junior competitions and helped to earn deals with clubs in 

Europe and South and Central America by match-fixers, who in return pressurize them to 

alter the outcome of games from which criminal gambling syndicates can collect huge sums. 

 Case I: Singaporean Match-Fixer 
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 Wilson Raj Perumal of Singapore, viewed as the mastermind behind a 

criminal group that sought to influence the outcome of matches between 

2008 and 2011, was found guilty of bribing the players and was given a two-

year sentence. 

 In 2011, nine former players of the Finnish League side Rovaniemi were said 

to have accepted bribes ranging from €500 (£440) to €40,000. The court said 

24 Rovaniemi matches were fixed, and that Perumal's involvement was 

proven in seven of them.iv 

 Fifa's head of security, Chris Eaton believes match-fixers are trafficking 

players to help facilitate their scams. His claim comes after seven Zambians 

and two Georgians received suspended sentences following a court case 

into match-fixing in Finland on Tuesday.  

 He stated that: 

“It is only anecdotal evidence at this stage, but it is clear. They 

[match-fixers] often target people from humble origins. They will go 

to junior competitions and recruit families of players basically 

through the attraction of cash. 'I can get you a contract, or a game in 

Europe or South America' – they will invest in the development of 

players and officials and then they expect payment. They want their 

cut. These people are criminals, they are organised. They are well 

funded and have a long-term plan. They are a real and present 

danger to the sanctity and ethics of sport. I would not 

underestimate its seriousness." 

 

Japan & Tongan Rugby players 

 For the Tongan athletes, playing rugby in Japan provides income-generating opportunities 

on a scale unheard of in Tonga and among most overseas Tongans (generally garnering 

them, in U.S. currency, low- to mid-six-figure yearly salaries).Professional rugby players’ 

salaries in Japan are, in fact, higher than professional rugby salaries in New Zealand and 

Australia, except on elite teams. But, for most athletes, what makes these resources 

particularly attractive is their redistribution potential, enabling players to support vast 

numbers of people back in the islands and provide remittances of a kind that relatives in 

other diasporic nodes would never be able to matchv 

 The millenarian possibilities that Japanese rugby offers to Tongan men are not lost on the 

Tongan state, which sees the export of rugby talent as having enormous national potential, 

particularly in the context of its current enthusiasm for neoliberal hand washing.  

 The current corporate plan of the Ministry of Training, Employment, Youth, and Sports 

states that 
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“It is clear that Tongans are good sportsmen and sportswomen and if they are 

coached properly they could excel in their chosen sport. It is expected that aid 

assistance will be secured to build the appropriate facilities and infrastructure, 

reinforce skills development and encouraging [sic] participation and access to sports. 

Sporting talent could be exported through agents in overseas countries” 

 

 The state-level planning and institutional involvement of the Tongan state in promoting and 

regulating the migration of workers contrasts radically with efforts by government officials 

and sports administrators in other parts of the world such as West Africa to curb the exodus 

of footballers to Europe.  

 

 The Tongan state takes a different stance: Emigration shifts the burden of economic 

development onto the citizenry, limiting the state’s responsibility to upgrading, through its 

sports policy and with funding from donor states, the skills level of migrants and, by 

implication, the size of remittances that the latter send back. 

 

 Future implications? 

 These policies are being pushed forward, however, with no attention to 

their consequences. Some academics questions whether Tonga go the same 

way as some West African countries that have become football-recruiting 

grounds for Europe and as the Dominican Republic, which functions as a 

“baseball farm” for the United States (Alegi 2010; Klein 1991) 

 

 That rugby careers are short, demanding, and dangerous does little for the 

long-term planning of life courses and fuels a politics of hope that rubs 

shoulder with the reality of disappointment and exploitation. Yet many 

Tongans endorse the state’s policies enthusiastically, expressing the feeling 

that “any boy in Tonga” could succeed in Japan’s rugby and that the ones 

who get recruited are simply in the right place at the right time rather than 

necessarily particularly talented.  

 

 This national self-assurance is quite at odds with the image of colonial 

victimhood and the dependency theory in terms of which athlete migrations 

are frequently framed. 
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